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EDITORIALS
1. RESETTLEMENT.
There was a moment during the parliamentary debate on
Dr. Koornhof's Department of Cooperation and Development vote, when it was possible to hope that the Government might be having second thoughts on its resettlement
plans.
Before the debate it had been learnt that a proposal to
move the Northern Transvaal black community of MatokRamagoep to land adjoining the Lebowa homeland had
been abandoned. And during the debate the Chairman of
the Government's Consolidation Commission, Mr. van der
Walt, and one of its members, Mr. Volker, M.P. for Kliprivier in Northern Natal, where many black freehold areas
await the resettlement axe, hinted that some previously
threatened areas might not now be moved. Mr. Volker
spoke in terms of moving what he called squatters (but
what are in fact tenants) on black freehold land, to new,
serviced townships, and leaving alone landowners w h o ,
could establish that they could farm productively.
Unfortunately whatever slight hopes these statements had
raised were soon dashed by Dr. Koornhof himself. In reply
to a series of questions put to him by PFP member Graham
Mcintosh he said that plans to remove eight Natal black
freehold areas, most of which fall w i t h i n Mr. Volker's constituency and all of which have appealed t o Dr. Koornhof
not to be moved, are to go ahead. He told Mr. Mcintosh
that resettlement projects must be seen as an effort " t o
improve the general standard of life of the communities
concerned".
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With due respect to the Minister we cannot think of any
reason why they should be viewed in that way. They may
look like that from the comfort of his Pretoria office but
they certainly do not to anyone who has been moved from
the tranquillity of Roosboom to thug-ridden Ezakheni, or
to somebody about to be moved from comparatively peaceful Matiwane's Kop to Ekuvukeni in that part of Kwa-Zulu
where tribal feuding accompanied by murder, theft and
arson is the order of the day.
Dr. Koornhof's statement is typical of the Nationalist
approach to everyone w i t h w h o m they have to do. Big
Brother, in the form of the Nationalist Party, knows what
is best for all of us. It matters not a w h i t to Big Brother
that the people he wants to move have stated quite unequivocally that they would rather stay where they are,
and that no resettled community of our acquaintance,
given a free choice in the matter before its removal, would
not rather have stayed where it was. In the eyes of Pretoria
anyone who does not accept that Big Brother, in the form
of the Minister, must know best, is either misguided, mischievous, or has been misled
a potentially irritating
nuisance. In case such nuisances should actively oppose a
particular removal, or removals in general, Dr. Koornhof
has come up w i t h a handy solution. He has decided to keep
his plans secret. He told Mr. Mcintosh that in future removals would be treated as confidential, which presumably
means he will no longer feel obliged to answer any questions
that Mr. Mcintosh might ask about them.

To return, however, to Mr. Volker's suggestion that landowners who could prove that they could farm productively
should be left to do so, while tenants and those who could
not should be moved, we have a better suggestion t h a i that.
If apartheid ideology is to be turned upside-down to the
extent that black people are to be allowed to continue to
own and live on land in " w h i t e " South Africa, why not
take it a bit further? It is the restrictions on the free purchase of land by black people legislated by successive
white governments which have turned many blackspots
which were originally intended for farming into places
which are now largely residential. Many of the tenants
living on them would have bought land elsewhere had it
been possible. A considerable number have lived where
they do now for years. The blackspot in which they live is

as much home to them as it is to the person who owns it.
Why not let these rural residential areas remain rural residential areas? Let them be controlled by their own communities, subject t o health and other laws of general application. Let them have access to the finance which could
reverse whatever soil and community degeneration they
may be suffering f r o m . That, surely, would be a much
cheaper and more productive way ''to improve the general
standard of life of the communities concerned" than Dr.
Koornhof's secret mass removals? And instead of creating
still more of the bitterness, destabilisation and demoralisation which have been part and parcel of every removal so
far undertaken, South Africa w o u l d , in these areas at least,
be making a long-term investment in stability which would
benefit all of us. D

2. THE PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL
REPORT.
If you have been a committed Nationalist all your working
life, first as a party official and then as an M P . , in an organisation dedicated to Afrikaner baasskap in one form or
another over everyone else in the country, black or brown,
white English-speaking Catholic, Jew or Protestant, it takes
considerable courage to start telling your supporters, all of
them brought up w i t h the same commitment, that those
days are over, the time has come t o start sharing that power
w i t h others.
In terms of his background and training Mr. Botha has certainly shown such courage in his apparent acceptance of
the President's Council proposals for the extension of political rights on a consociational basis to the Coloured and
Indian people. It could not have been easy for him to take
what must seem a hazardous step on a new course in the
face of the tenacious clinging to past myths by a large part
(it may still turn out to be the larger part) of Afrikanerdom.
But while we admire Mr. Botha's courage and wish him
luck in any confrontation he may have w i t h the men of
the dark ages, Treurnicht, Connie Mulder, and others even
worse, that admiration doesn't extend to the recommendations of the President's Council. Those recommendations
we must take as they have been presented to us and not as
what their more optimistic critics are hoping they may
turn into.
We find the idea of an executive president answerable to
c
virtually nobody quite terrifying. This is not just because, if
Mr. Botha's calculations prove wrong, we could end up soon
w i t h a Treurnicht, a Mulder, or perhaps even a Vorster, as
president
or at some future date, under a new regime,
w i t h some other monster of a different hue. It is because
even the most benign-appearing figure on the day of his
election — and let us say at once that there don't seem to
be any such in the running — couid well become a monster•r
before his seven years were up; especially when, as the

present proposals seem to suggest, he w i l l be controlled
neither by the voters nor the courts.
While the executive presidency proposals are terrifying the
exclusion of blacks from the membership and consociational recommendations of the Council are fatal shortcomings which only some future miracle can make good.
What black man could ever support the proposals of any
constitutional body on which he had no representation?
What black man could regard the recommendations of such
a body, when they make provision for a kind of powersharing between all the groups which were represented, and
specifically exclude him from it, as anything but a ganging up on him? And who else who isn't black could see them
in any other way?
It is not enough, as some . iop!e seem to t h i n k , to have one
or t w o sentences in the Report phrased so ambiguously
that a friendly interpretation could mean that one day
there might be a place for blacks somewhere in the dispensation proposed. The fact is that, as it stands, the
President's Council Report still subscribes to the Nationalist Party dream that the place for black South Africans
to exercise their political rights is in the homelands. And
everything any Government spokesman, including the
Prime Minister, has said since the Report appeared, confirms that they all still subscribe to that dream t o o .
As Reality has said often enough before, until that dream
is abandoned and black leaders are drawn in at the very
earliest stages to work out our common future w i t h everyone else, all recommendations for that future will be built
on sand.
The President's Council proposals as such offer no hope
for the future. The hope they do offer is that they mark
the beginning of a process from which it will be impossible to turn back and which will lead eventually to something like a new National Convention. It is of course this
prospect which terrifies the Treurnichts. •
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TOWARDS A NEW ORDER
By P. C. Cronje. M P .
Grey town.
In these times of flux and uncertainty about the future of
our country there is only one certainty and that is that the
present order is coming t o an end.
The recognition by all sides of the political spectrum that
"change" is required may range f r o m the purely moral
sphere t o pragmatic grounds or simply expediency.
For those in the first category, who recognise that the
status quo is not consistent w i t h the moral/ethical principles
of a democratic/civilised/just society that we profess to be,
fundamental change is required for its own sake and not
essentially for the benefits that may accrue in the form of
stability, security or progress.
For those who recognise that the status quo is untenable,
"change" is only required in so far as it can prevent instability, insecurity or decline.
May I say at once that my own involvement in politics
sterns from the first motive and that I sincerely believe
that the origins and continued aims of the P.F.P. are t o be
found in that sphere.
As politicians who have to compete on a limited market, to
gain access to the political power structures, the outcome or
probable benefits rather than the moral attitudes and action
required in terms of a democratic value system, are however
sometimes emphasised.
To my m i n d , the Nationalist Government is incapable of
making the necessary structural changes towards a truly
democratic order since that will be diametrically opposed to
the Afrikaner Nationalist separatist philosophy.
Their recognition that "change" is required is based purely
on a reactionary foundation and change will therefore be
reluctant, unplanned and superficial; introduced only for
reasons of expediency.
A new order that will satisfy the moral/ethical yardstick of
the P.F.P. will therefore not come about through purely
political/constitutional debate in white politics in the short
to medium term (i.e. during the life of this seventh Parliament).
But, essential as it is that the constitutional debate must
carry o n , there is more t o government and parliament, indeed to society as a whole, than constitutional arrangements and arguments.
While the constitutional arrangements place certain constraints on the administrative functions of government, so
does the daily running of the affairs of society make its
own demands, irrespective of the constitutional arrangements.
It is on this administrative level where a parliamentary opposition can play an important part, firstly by pointing out
to Government that the outcome of certain courses of
action may be undesirable, and secondly by using the outcome t o illustrate t o the electorate the (predicted) undesirable effects of ideological or constitutional constraints.
For example, the Government's reluctance to allow other
than white artisans into the building industry was only
overcome by the sheer demands of the situation, while
none of the predictions of the plight of the white artisan
came true. In fact, white artisans now find themselves in
4

a supervisory capacity because of their experience and
perhaps superior training. (Some obviously also for other
reasons!). The same upward mobility w i l l soon be achieved
by Coloured and Indian artisans (who now dictate the
terms in the " w h i t e " building industry) now that the sheer
demand has outstripped the supply (from Coloured and
Indian ranks) which dictated the abolishment of the
Black Building Workers Act. " N o r m a l i s a t i o n " of the
Mining Industry could conceivably follow the same pattern.
Those who see ideological differences inside the National
Party and pin their hopes for the demise of the present
order on a dramatic split in the ruling party w i l l have to
wait a long time. The Great Divide in (white) politics is
quite simply whether Blacks will be included as full citizens in a single South African State or not. No faction in
the National Party entertains any ideas of direct and equal
Black participation in either the whole of South Africa or
the fragmented remainder — so called "White South A f r i c a " .
I therefore foresee the (initially) slow demise of the National
Party coming about as a result of the very changes that are
necessary on the administration level, since daily life must
continue, it cannot mark time in unison w i t h constitutional
stagnation.
I do not believe that the rank and file Afrikaner has ever
understood the underlying philosophy of Afrikaner Nationalism. (Is there more to it than white baasskap?) For generations the Nationalist power elite have sold not a value
system that required certain actions, but the benefits of
Apartheid. That is exclusive access to education, amenities,
jobs, power and privilege.
But the demands of technological and economic progress,
or even the maintenance of standards, dictate that many of
the promised exclusivities must now be shared. The daily
lives (and even to a limited scale the night life! e.g. theatre,
sporting events etc.) of whites and blacks are becoming ever
more inextricably woven together and while this may lead
to " w h i t e backlash" in certain areas, it also serves t o break
down barriers of prejudice and ignorance.
A t last whites and blacks are getting to know each other on
more than just the master/servant level, and it is so that
experience and actions, face to face contact in different
circumstances leads to modified attitudes and breaking down
of prejudice.
I believe that the young generation of professionals and
technocrats in Afrikaner ranks will be ever less prepared to
sacrifice personal advancement on the altar of ideological
jargon and promises.
It is indeed from the ranks of the technocrats that has come
the realisation that ideological constraints in housing, education, planning and many other fields have created an
inertia t o progress. They have not been scared to go against
existing ideological dogma as was evidenced by e.g. Wiehahn,
Riekert, de Lange, Viijoen et a! in commission after commission, to the embarrassment of their political masters.
In short, I believe that young Afrikaners will begin to
realise that personal fulfillment can be achieved w i t h o u t
the crutch of secular Afrikanerdom and all that it may

have offered their predecessors. As they begin t o share
the exclusivities (through necessity) they will realise that
none of the promises, nor any of the predictions of chaos
that will follow on "normalisation" have come true.
The final transition to a new political order may therefore
be facilitated by events outside the political/constitutional
debate. By this I am not saying that history must run its
course but indeed that it is essential that a White Parliamentary opposition must be right there in the midst of
events.
It has a major task in keeping the constitutional debate
alive in order that the economic and social progress of
Blacks does not get too far out of step w i t h political advancement, since that would be a sure-fire way t o industrial
unrest and instability which can only make the transition
more traumatic.
It has a major task in demonstrating to Blacks that not all
Whites are only interested in buying off Black political
aspirations w i t h middle class trappings in the cities and the
kind of compromise independence that is given in the
"homelands" for reasons of expediency. (As if that is
possible!).
It has a major task in providing information which w o u l d
otherwise be missing and also correcting information which
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has been deliberately distorted. (How can a young Afrikaner
from a Nationalist home make rational decisions about "the
Black man in the homelands" or the "Black man in the urban
areas" if he was brought up on a diet of Christian National
Education, Die Burger and S.A.T.V.?) Few Whites have any
conception of conditions and aspirations in Black Townships,
let alone the rural heartland of Kwazulu or the CiskeL
In the transition t o a new order, I recognise that other forces
too are at play; external pressure f r o m " f r i e n d l y " powers;
the East-West conflict; the North-South conflict; events in
Namibia and Zimbabwe; Black political and militant action
and any of these may put a new dimension to the timescale
and the other qualities of the transition.
Important also are the ceaseless efforts of individuals and
groups not using the party political platform in its opposition to this Government. Together w i t h the white opposition in Parliament they f o r m an opposing force w i t h a
" t o t a l strategy".
While there is a bumpy road ahead, I believe that there
are enough men and women of courage and conviction
in this land not to let the prejudice, power and privilege
of one side or the impatience of the other side, get us
into a conflict of such a scale that ali w i l l be losers. •

THE H O M E L A N D SCHEME
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Come praise the Government's homeland scheme
come praise it all you can:
it's the cleverest bit of subterfuge
ever designed by man.
It allows us whites to keep our power
w i t h o u t the pleasure's going sour.

Then once they take their seats of power,
in our well-financed scheme,
they throw their weight about like mad:
it's a National Party dream.
They show their grateful loyalty
by mimicking our tyranny.

The aim of the plan is entirely clear,
that cannot be denied:
to split the blacks in land and in m i n d ,
to take them for a ride;
to keep a tight grip on what we've got
while going through the motions of giving a lot.

Nor is that all they offer us:
it's no mere imitation.
They have a way of pressing their point
to the glory of our nation:
they act w i t h such a bullying glee
that they prove the t r u t h of our policy.

If that were all our plan entailed
it mightn't amount to much,
but the growth of additional benefits shows
a really professional touch:
it all pans out in such a way
that our righteousness grows by the day.

They prove that we were right to say
you can't have an open plan:
how could we share our Christian peace
w i t h such a kind of man?
They ride upon their fellows' backs:
we were right in our prejudice against the blacks!

We choose our homeland leaders well,
and give them petty power:
we give them the impression that
this is their glorious hour.
They're cooked so neatly in our fires
that they think they're pushed by their own desires.

There's a final benefit they bring:
a sore all full of pus.
They torture and bully and fume and shout
to astonish even us.
So at last we've heard the awaited call:
"Pretoria's not so bad after a l l . "
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Footnote:
1 hope 1 d o n ' t really need to explain,
my sisters and my brothers,
that 1 aim at certain homeland leaders
rather than at others.

[
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REVIEW OF

THE BUTHELEZI COMMISSION
(H & H Publications, Durban, 1982, R30,00)

by David Welsh
This Commission is a heavy-weight document. Aside
from its bulk (the t w o printed volumes total over 900 pages),
its contents represent some of the most sophisticated
thinking in contemporary South Africa. It is also a rich
quarry for up-to-date statistical and other analytical data
on virtually all aspects of Kwa-Zulu/Natal, while its attitude surveys provide as comprehensive a profile of the
opinions of all colour categories as is possible under present
conditions.
As is well known the Commission was established by Chief
Buthelezi, perhaps to provide a necessary supplement to
the inevitably limited perspectives that were t o be offered
by the President's Council, which was being initiated at
roughly the same time. Comparisons are odious but very
necessary : the contrast between the quality of the Buthelezi Commission's work and that of the constitutional
committee of the President's Council is quite staggering.
The Buthelezi Commission was carefully composed t o
give balanced representation of racial, economic, political
and other interest groupings in Natal, and in addition,
two foreign academics, Heribert Adam and Arend Lijphart,
also served. Apparently, the Nationalist Party was also invited to serve on the Commission, but declined, on the
grounds that Chief Buthelezi had no right to set up a
Commission whose purview went beyond purely homeland
considerations. In line w i t h this attitude the Party refused
even to give evidence to the commission.
A t the other end of the spectrum, as the Commission acknowledges, it was not possible for banned organisations such as
the A.N.C. to give evidence.
The terms of reference given to the Commission were detailed and challenging. Briefly it was required to analyse and
study possible options for the political, economic, administrative and educational future of Kwa Zulu/Natal. Those
very wide terms were tackled by dividing the Commission
into five specialist working groups, all of whose reports
were published, along w i t h some of their working papers
which were accepted by the Commission. The Main Report,
which covers nearly 100 pages, represents the synthesized
findings of the entire Commission.
For reasons of space and lack of competence to evaluate
the other reports I will focus on the report of the political
and constitutional sub-committee. Included in this report
are four excellent working papers by Heribert Adam,
Hermann Giliomee (whose interpretations of current Nationalist thinking must have been invaluable to the Commission),
Arend Lijhart and (jointly) Lawrence Schlemmer and
Deneys Schreiner.
The key concept in the recommendations is for a consociational democracy to be established in Kwa Zulu/Natal.
Adam argues convincingly that, although this is a 'second
6

best' option for important segments of opinion, it is the
only likely contender as a mode of accommodation, short
of partition which is rejected. Lijphart, who is the 'father'
of modern consociational theory, explores some of the
possibilities for its adoption in the region. Consociationalism's critics on the Right have frequently pointed out that
virtually all of the conditions isolated by Lijphart himself
as favouring a consociational system are absent in South
Africa. As Lijphart points out, however, these are only
favourable conditions, not necessary ones.
Critics of the Left have argued that consociationalism is
an essentially conservative form of government and, moreover, that its minority veto will make the political process
unduly laborious and liable to paralysis. The force of these
criticisms cannot be denied, but, as Lijphart points out,
what are the realistic alternatives? f, for one, have not
heard persuasive arguments as to how simple majoritarianism in a unitary system can support a political democracy
in circumstances of deep cleavage. No single such case
exists, and where (in a few cases only) reasonably democratic societies have survived they have invariably been
consociations, or at least they have had strongly consociational features.
The recommendations of the Buthelezi Commission, however, depart in one major respect f r o m the classic consociational model. In their European context (Belgium, Netherlands, Switzerland and Austria) the salient groupings of
the population could be taken as given: they were voluntary groupings w h i c h , in principle, individuals could join
or leave. South Africa's groups (or, more accurately, categories) are stipulated by Law, and membership is compulsory. Rightly the Commission recognises that statutory
grouping is no basis for a political system if it is to have
any hope of putting down roots of legitimacy.
A critical aspect of any consociational system is the principle of the minority veto; that is, the right of minority
groups (however composed) to block legislative proposals
that they regard as inimical to their interests. More than
any other device in the consociational system it is this
veto which attracts criticism as a built-in conservative bias.
Lijphart points out that it Should be regarded as a 'kind
of emergency brake', but that if it used too frequently it
will be a source of deadlock and paralysis in the political
process. Elsewhere in his writings he has pointed out that
in actual practice in existing consociations the veto has
seldom had this effect. Whether a Kwa Zulu/Natal consociational system, or a South African, would enjoy the same
degree of mutual forbearance and sophistication of political culture is a moot point.
Lijphart's recommendations to the Commission are that the
veto should be employable only by sizeable minorities and
that it should be limited to certain fundamental issues. Less
fundamental issues could be subject to a suspensive veto. To

cope w i t h the possible problem of deadlock it is suggested
that a neutral arbiter or commission of arbitration be established.
While I am basically sympathetic t o these recommendations
I think the Commission might have devoted more attention
to analysing w h y consociational systems have broken down
in Lebanon, Cyprus and Surinam. Moreover, it w o u l d have
been useful In allaying Black suspicions that this was yet
another trick to w i t h h o l d power f r o m them, t o have explored the African political experience t o show that consociational principles have, in varying extents, been adopted
in some states. Nigeria and Sudan, for example, although
by no means full consociations, have significant consociational features. Other writers have remarked upon consociational features in other African party systems as well. It is
also w o r t h noting that there are consociational features even
in socialist, multi-ethnic systems like the U.S.S.R., Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia.
The Commission's recommendations amount t o an 'intraregional federation' in Kwa Zulu/Natal, but 'which must
also be fitted into the framework of the South African
pattern,' and which might provide a model for further adoption in South Africa. Frankly, I am sceptical about whether
federation-within-a-prospective-federation is a viable o p t i o n .
For one thing the proposal would mean a cumbersome
f o r m of government (as all federations necessarily are) which
w o u l d complicate any transition to a full South African
federation. My feeling is that it would have made more
sense to avoid any suggestion of regional federation, but
rather to have settled for strong local government w i t h i n a
unitary system. A n American scholar, W. H. Riker, has
questioned whether federalism, in fact, makes most difference t o the actual pattern of government. Frankly I
doubt whether it would make much difference if one
were considering a relatively decentralised unitary system
or a relatively centralised federal system. My preference
would have been for the former.
To what extent w i l l the Buthelezi Commission attract
criticism for offering recommendations for regional,
rather than national adoption? In other words does not
the very fact of a regional focus deflect attention f r o m the

national issue and thereby further fragment opposition
to separate development?
There could be some force in criticisms along these lines,
although at several points the Commission stresses its
nation-wide perspective. Much w i l l depend on how the
proposals are marketed, which will be no simple task in
view of their complexity.
I personally have the feeling that as the complete failure of
separate development becomes even more apparent to its
sponsors there is some chance that the Nationalists' fall-back
position may be to a consideration of regional government
somewhere on the spectrum between the proposals offered
by Professor Lombard and his colleagues and the Buthelezi
Commission.
In the interim much could be done t o bring about co-operation between the Kwa Zulu government and the Natal
Provincial Council and at the local government level. The
immediate obstacle to this is the control of Provincial
Council by the N.R.P., whose contribution to the Buthelezi Commission stands as a quaint reminder of their
politically antedeluvian nature.
As I have suggested, the Buthelezi Commission's work is of
a high intellectual calibre, and stands in dramatic contrast
to the pedestrian superficialities offered by the Constitutional Committee of the President's Council. Yet, the
leader of the National Party in Natal found it fit to dismiss
the Buthelezi Commission's report out of hand (presumably w i t h o u t even having read it?), while the Prime
Minister urges calm and dispassionate study of the Constitutional Committee's report!
1 have little doubt that if the President's Council members met w i t h their Buthelezi Commission counterparts
it would be an important learning experience for them.
In its totality the Buthelezi Commission carries w i t h it
the stamp of authority and authenticity. Its opinion profiles convey something of the flesh and guts of Black
South Africa. By contrast the President's Council's reports
suggest a cosy little club of mutual backslappers whose
most notable achievement has been completely t o cocoon
themselves from reality. •
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THE CRICKET TOUR
1 THE REBELS
by Peter Davis

T H E Y came, they played indifferent cricket and they left,
personally richer by some R60 000 each, but leaving international cricket the poorer.

hypocrisy and double standards that have kept South African
cricketers from taking their rightful place in the international
cricket c o m m u n i t y " .

The " D i r t y D o z e n " , as the rebel English cricketers became
k n o w n , defied the Test and Country Cricket Board of Britain
and the International Cricket Conference to play in this country which has been barred f r o m international cricket for the
past 12 years.

All the same, there was an element of deception in the whole
tour. The players were approached individually w i t h offers
they found hard t o refuse and the whole thing was inevitably,
but suspiciously, secret.

Now, months after the tour when all the fuss has died d o w n ,
it is w o r t h looking back and discussing whether it was all
worth it. The 15 rebel cricketers have had a three-year test
match ban slapped on t h e m , which obviously hurts them so
much that they are reported to have started a legal battle to
get the ban set aside, or at least reduced.
The tour spelt out the deep division between the South African
Cricket Union which plays multi-racial cricket and the South
African Cricket Board which plays non-racial cricket and subscribes to the Sacos (SA Council on Sport) edict that there
can be no normal sport in an abnormal society.
The tour also showed up divisions in international cricket,
the pressing problem of professional sportsmen who believe
they should be entitled to sell their skills t o the highest bidder
and the fact that the ICC needs a serious shake-out.
But, worst of all, the tour brought out bitterness that set
cricketer against cricketer, sportsman against sportsman,
administrator against administrator and country against
country because the South African cricket authorities got
bored w i t h waiting for the politicians to sort out the problems
of this country and decided it was in their selfish interest to
buy the tour.
The cricketers themselves appeared to be in it only for the
money, or, at least, they did not bother to think through the
possible consequences
and they could have been ugly.
If the British cricket authorities had not taken their banning
action, the Indian and Pakistani tour would have been called
off which would have lost British cricket about R4-million.
This was recognised at the time of the tour which is why
secretary of the TCCB Donald Carr was quoted as saying he
thought the black countries would be "disgusted" by the
tour.
In South Africa, SA Cricket Board president Hassan Howa
was predictably irritated by the tour. He called the cricketers
"over-the-hill sporting mercenaries who have terminated their
seats on the benches of international and English test cricket
forever".
Howa went on to say that South Africa's hopes of joining
international cricket — never very good — were now even
worse for entertaining the rebels and he called the sponsoring
South African Breweries "one-eyed" and "partisan" for
supporting the racial sporting structure in the country.
Equally predictably SA Cricket Union president Joe Pamensky
hailed the arrival of the cricketers as a "stand against the

Sponsoring company SAB did not escape the controversy.
Labour Party leader Alan Hendrickse called for a boycott
of SAB products which caused the company's general manager
Peter Savory to say SAB was "flabbergasted and appalled"
by the call and that any profits (none in the end) would be
ploughed back to the SA Cricket Union for the non-raqal
development of the game.
The only people to gain in the end were the players; the Boks
receiving about R500 a day while the tourists averaged out at
R1 500 a day. Also, the tour helped the strong SACU cricketers.
They were able t o test their skills against some classy players
and come out looking good, but the tour also managed to cool
tensions that had crept into local SACU cricket, caused mainly
through the lack of international release and the knowledge
that once they had reached the top of the local league there
was no further to go.
But, while the tour continued, pressures were also building in
Britain. There was obviously a wide under-current of sympathy
for the rebels. The TCCB kept putting off taking a decision
on what to do w i t h the players and opted for canvassing the
views of the 17 first class English county clubs, hoping the
decision would come f r o m them.
But India, Pakistan and Jamaica all demanded that none of
the rebel cricketers be chosen to play for England and the
TCCB bowed to this pressure and banned the players from
test cricket, not because they felt morally bound to keep
South Africa in sports isolation, but because this was the
only way t o prevent an international cricket split.
There were those in Britain who were totally against the
tour and the way it was arranged. Former England captain
Tony Lewis, writing in the Telegraph, one of Britain's
conservative newspapers, said the tour was greedy, selfish
and myopic.
Under the headline: "The richest, loneliest men in cricket,"
he said of Boycott playing in South Africa that this was
not " t h e same Boycott who wrote of his hatred of apartheid in a recent book, the book that India's Indira Gandhi
considered decent proof of his and England's attitude towards
South Africa before she allowed the last tour of India.
" B o y c o t t , at the same time was raising troops for the SA
tour; hates apartheid, loves Kruger Rands. Tell that t o the
Indians!
"The game, which was a team game, played for team ends,
is now obviously a black pool of private graft and individual subterfuge.

"South Africa, now suitably encouraged, w i l l launch annual
tournaments. The ' D i r t y Dozen' may never see an England
sweater again, but they could be committed for years ahead
t o play in South Africa — the richest, loneliest men in
cricket."
But the problem is also one of professionalism in sport, It
has some similarity t o the row over marathon-man Johnny
Halberstad who has now been barred f r o m amateur running
because he was paid t o run. It is a matter of sportsmen
selling their talents t o the highest bidder because they have
made their talents into a business and all the old tenets of
playing for the sake of the game are fast becoming obsolete.
Of this matter in cricket Lewis says: "The ICC lies flabby
on t o p of world cricket like a toothless, clawless lion . . .
what international cricket needs is a board of directors.
" T o d a y , cricket is a highly entertaining business run on
archaic, unbusinesslike lines. Perhaps that is w h y the game
has not kept pace w i t h the hardnosed element which has
turned itself into a mercenary army to everyone's embarassment.
" A n d then, when everyone has counted the cost of the tour,
the one figure which should remain in all minds is the 387
racial laws in South Africa where a black skin is synonymous
w i t h racial c r i m e . "
A l l heavy stuff for a newspaper which has said more for South
Africa than against it.

When, after a month of indecision, the TCCB finally banned
the rebels f r o m playing test cricket for three years and ruled
that players playing in South Africa in future would not be
eligible for England selection, it was promptly criticised for
"savage reaction" and for bowing in the face of external
pressure.
Of course, the South African cricket authorities reacted t o o ,
in the way they knew best. They promptly offered leading
members of the rebel team contracts for next season to offset their financial losses through the ban, estimated at R40 000
a year.
This means that Gooch w i l l probably play for Western Province next season, while South Africa's Allan Lamb, who
honoured his contract in England and did not play the rebels,
w i l l probably play for England.
But, in the end, the prediction of the convenor of the Springbok cricket selectors, Dr Ali Bacher, probably came closest
t o the t r u t h .
He warned against over-reaction to official British attitudes,
saying it was politic for the English cricket authorities to
make anti-tour statements to save the Indian and Pakistani
tours.
" I tell y o u , the row will die down in months
Will that indeed prove to be so? •

2 JUST CRICKET
OR
JUST NOT CRICKET
by Malcolm McKenzie

Graham Gooch's team of English cricketers has recently
completed a w h i r l w i n d tour of South Africa, during which
they provided the Springboks w i t h a fair semblance of
international competition for the first time in a decade.
They have been hailed by many whites here as brave men
who have risked their international careers in order to
fight what these people see as the immoral interference
of politics w i t h sport.
Immediately after the TCCB had imposed a three year
ban upon Gooch and his team, the Springbok captain
Mike Procter wrote a vigorous defence, in his weekly Sunday Tribune column, " o f the feelings of many who have
been shocked by the hypocrisy and double standards that
have been displayed by those responsible for the wellbeing and future of the game." In addition, the tour was
seen by its supporters as something of a victory for the
so-called 'normalisation', not only of cricket, but of sport
generally in this country. Mr Joe Pamensky, president of
the South African Cricket Union, has been reported as
saying that the tour "has resulted in an awareness outside
South Africa of the very real changes that have taken place
on the sporting scene in the Republic."

There is however, another way of looking at the tour. A n d
it is particularly important, in view of the total strategy
mounted by the South African white-controlled media in
favour of the tour, to be aware of this other side. Keith
Fletcher, the present captain of English cricket, has said of
the banning of the "rebel' team: " T h e y got what they deserved." Much closer to home, similar sentiments have been
voiced. Dr Errol Vawda, chairman of the non-racial Natal
Council on Sport and a member of the executive of SACOS,
has written that "the present touring party deserve the
contempt that we all have for mercenaries of any k i n d . " As
if this is not explicit enough, he has gone on to suggest
that " M r Gooch and his friends must be treated as scabs in
the world sporting situation." What, we may well wonder,
are the reasons for such animus?
It is for a number of reasons pertinent to consider the views
of a man of Dr Vawda's position. SACOS, the South African
Council on Sport, is an organisation which actively furthers
the cause of non-racial sport in this country. And it does so
both by serving as the umbrella body which promotes the
playing of non-racial sport w i t h i n South Africa and by encouraging the international boycott of South African sport
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because of the many sporting codes here which have remained resolutely racial in character. One of the cornerstones of SACOS policy is the belief that the sport played
in any society can not be separated from the society in
which that sport is played: the structure of the former inevitably reflects the structure of the latter. It is for this
reason that SACOS has coined the slogan: " N o normal sport
in an abnormal society."
Such a rallying cry points very succintly to the practical
impossibility of'normalising' sporting arrangements in a
country where vast and blatant social inequalities are condoned by apartheid laws. A really crucial point t o grasp
here is that the policy of SACOS is not founded upon obstructionist motives. It is not that SACOS does not wish for
'normal' sport; it is simply that it realizes that such a wish
must remain a dream until the structure of our society
changes considerably.
It follows that, w i t h i n the present social system, any changes
in the sporting dispensation are going to be.no more than
mere window-dressing. Various ad hoc amendments to statues such as the Liquor Act and the Separate Amenities A c t ,
amendments designed t o create loopholes through which
sports players might squeeze, do not magically transform
the racial character of much South African sport. It is obviously absurd for Mike Procter to accuse the TCCB of
"hypocrisy and double standards" when the very newspaper in which the accusation is made carries an article on
Archie Siwisa, the first black Springbok trampolinist, who
is not allowed t o train w i t h the rest of his team because the
facilities of the Oribi Recreation Centre are reserved for the
use of whites only.
Neither does the presence of Errol Tobias in the Springbok
Rugby team, nor that of Omar Henry in Peter Kirsten's
Western Province side, suggest any significant move in a nonracial direction. When Mr Pamensky speaks of "very real
changes" is he lowering his eyes to grass-roots level, or is he
gazing only at the upper echelons of white-controlled sport?
Any attempt to argue for the non-racial character of whitecontrolled sport, if it manages t o sidle past all the other
barriers, must inevitably founder on the rock of disproportionate facilities. Mr Peter Cooke, the manager of Gooch's
side, has claimed that cricket in South Africa is now nonracial. The experience of SACOS cricketers in Pietermaritzburg, however, suggests exactly the opposite. The M D C U ,
which is the local branch of the SACOS-affiliated South
African Cricket Board, has seventeen teams playing under
its aegis: the number of fields granted it by the City Council
is four, only one of which has a turf wicket. The predominantly white MCU, on the other hand, boasts considerably
fewer players, and yet has the use of seven fields all w i t h
turf pitches.

The distribution of facilities at school level is even more
iniquitous, so much so that it is miraculous that any black
sports players reach the top of their particular sporting
codes. It is important to remember, t o o , that these inequali
ties are the direct result of political decisions, as they are
one of the visible manifestations of the policy of differentiated education. The following figures are for schools in
and around Stanger in 1981.
STANGER I N D I A N HIGH SCHOOL
PUPILS
1058
STAFF
57
SPORTSFIELDS
0
A half-sized soccer field was taken away for prefabs.
M L S U L T A N HIGH SCHOOL
PUPILS
1275
STAFF
76
SPORTSFIELDS
A half-sized
soccer field
STANGER HIGH SCHOOL (WHITE)
PUPILS
307
STAFF
40
SPORTSFIELDS
Rugby and Soccer
fields plus
Rugby training ground. Cricket field and t w o practice nets.
Olympic size swimming pool and fully equipped gym.
TSHLENKOSI
STAFF
SPORTSFIELDS

307
8
Ha If-sized soccer ground.
Tennis court.

In the light of the above, what sense does it make to talk
of the merit selection of South African teams? And how
dare Mr Pamensky speak of "very real changes . . . on the
sporting scene."?
A complete international boycott of sporting ties w i t h
South Africa is one of the ways in which these "real
changes" may be achieved. Although not entirely insignificant, the changes that have been made until now have
been minor ones, and it is important to keep up the psychological pressure so that major ones may follow. It is for
this reason that SACOS has proposed a moratorium on all
tours t o and from South Africa. And again, the motives
for such a stance are not obstructionist; the moratorium
is designed simply to create a climate w i t h i n the country
which is conducive to change. Historically, sporting contact
w i t h South Africa has not built bridges, it has merely reinforced white domination. Temporary isolation appears to
have a much better chance of success. •
Reprinted f r o m l\IUX

REVIEW OF

MURRAY'S FAMILIES DIVIDED
Colin Murray. Ravan Press. 1982 xvi + 219 pp. R 9.95.

by M. G. Whisson
Ravan Press is t o be commended and, one hopes, supported
for its entry into the field of serious academic publications,
at prices which do not deter the serious reader. Marion
Lacey's Working for Boroko and Jeff Peires' The House of
Phalo have set a high standard both of presentation and
content, which is well sustained in Colin Murray's account of
the impact of migrant labour in Lesotho, published in association w i t h Cambridge University Press.
Murray sets out t o answer a question more often asked of
political economists rather than of anthropologists — w h y
did the migrant labour system not end w i t h the political
independence of Lesotho? The blurb calls this a "fundamental question", although one might equally ask what
formal political independence has to do w i t h economic dependence at all, for migrant labour, more or less systematised,
exists in all sorts of situations, whose common feature is only
that the receiving area can provide the worker f r o m the exporting area w i t h what he perceives to be a better overall economic
deal than he can get by staying at home. Boundaries defined in
law complicate the issue mainly through their existence enabling the importing area to export unemployment where
necessary, and t o evade any moral responsibility that it might
otherwise have for the circumstances of the families of its
guest workers. The more fundamental question is surely —
w h y is it that workers f r o m an independent state, established
w i t h o u t discrimination against them at home, should strive
desperately t o enter into contracts which remove them from

their families for the greater part of their working lives, provide them w i t h material rewards adequate only t o keep them
f r o m dire poverty while they are actually w o r k i n g , and house
them in barracks when they are not engaged in their dirty and
dangerous work? More, why should they risk harassment,
jail and deportation under the most humiliating circumstances
in order to get away from their homes and find work?
Murray examines the problem from the exporting end of the
system, f r o m three small villages in different parts of Lesotho,
where he confronts one of the major problems of modern
anthropology — what is the boundary of the social system
which is being studied? By training and predilection, he is
inclined towards the smallest possible unit for study, the
family or village, for it is w i t h i n the smallest group that one
can reach the most intimate understanding of what motivates
people t o behave the way they do. But since each family and
village is dependent upon a set of relationships which its members have w i t h the economy of southern Africa as a whole
(and even, as he observes, w i t h the world economy when the
oil price takes a leap) it is impossible to treat the village, or
even Lesotho itself, as a functionally integrated whole.
Murray's solution to this problem is t o adopt a neo-marxist
view of the political economy of southern Africa, and t o
explore in some detail how the individual family and village
fits into that simplified structure. The general picture is
presented in the opening chapter, thereafter he explores the
migrant's way of life, the manner in which the land is managed
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in the absence of about 60% of the able-bodied men (and a
rather smaller but still significant proportion of the institutionalised decision makers in the c o m m u n i t y ) , changes which
have taken place in the class structure, family structure,
marriage and the place of women in the community. A substantial amount of comparative material is indicated, and the
general statements illustrated w i t h detailed cases. The analysis
w i l l interest the broad range of marxist scholars in this field,
and also provide academic anthropologists w i t h some detailed
material and intriguing arguments in their traditional heartland
of kinship and marriage.

means that land cannot be used as a negotiable capital resource (i.e. mortgaged in order to obtain capital for development) and probably inhibits the user f r o m making heavy
investments in a resource so subject to chiefly cupidity upon
the user's death. This is not to under-estimate the significance
of the restrictions placed upon blacks, who have been prevented from moving into South Africa and f r o m buying
land there. Nor does it ignore the impact upon the cash
crop farmers of Lesotho of the policies of South African
governments to subsidise (protect and assist) white farmers
at the expense of the black. It does suggest a point at which
Since he concentrates his attention on the pressures experienced it is possible to start improving the situation, which is
through the most rational use of the resources of the counby Basotho to go out to w o r k , the author should really have
t r y , including enormous water resources - the white gold
asked himself some of the harder economic questions about
of
the 21st century.
Lesotho. Can the collapse of agriculture be blamed simply on
the machinations of white capital and its political formations?
The weakness in Murray's approach lies in the confusion
Surely the t r u t h is more complicated and hence the solutions
which seems to exist in his mind between the evidence
less simple than those implied in this sort of analysis. The
that lies before him and the moral stance which he takes.
boundaries of Lesotho were fixed (to the disadvantage of the
In order to have a moral stance, it is necessary to have some
Basotho certainly) before the production of the considerable
assumptions about what is good and hence desirable. To
exports of grain. Thereafter the population grew steadily, but
write of " f a m i l y breakdown" implies a moral judgment
the amount of land remained static, leading to a Malthusian
- that the changes which have taken place in the social
problem regardless of any involvement between the Basotho
structure have been bad, and that some alternative form
and the mines. Further, due to ignorance (and lack of appropof family organisation is better and should be sought. One's
riate guidance from agricultural officers) and increasing human
immediate emotional reaction is - of course the separation
pressure on the land, the capacity of the land itself to provide
of husbands and wives is bad, we think so, and they think
crops has presumably declined. As Murray shows, the yields
so, and that's that. But if one is to be constructive, rather
from the land depend very heavily on the input of fertilisers
than merely helplessly outraged, then one must ask questoday, rather than on fallowing or crop rotation. Further,
tions about the structure of the ideal family (or the range
the system of land tenure, under which land may revert to
of structures) as far as the Basotho today are concerned,
the local chief for redistribution upon the death of its user,
and the ways in which it can be brought about. If academics
12

are going to go beyond the traditional line of " p u r e " research, and incorporate moral judgements based upon their
own ideological positions, or even upon what they perceive
to be the ideological positions of their subjects, then they
must take the matter the logical next step, by incorporating
realistic i.e. possible proposals about what their subjects
can do t o improve their situation and bring it closer to
their ideals.
Murray presents us w i t h an excellent picture of the situation
of the Basotho today, which is his area of expertise. The
analysis is partial, and riddled w i t h both explicit and implicit value judgements which flow f r o m his ideological stance,
so that we have a simplistic account of how they came to be
in their present position. Of their future options, we have
virtually nothing, other than the likelihood of "devastating
consequences" (p99) if mine wages continue to rise at the
same time as the number of Basotho employed in the mines
is falling. Given vigorous attention by the people and insti-

tutions t o the problems of agriculture which are essentially
internal, an alternative scenario is possible. Lesotho lacks
capital and suitable labour to invest in its land — the productivity of which can be vastly increased — hence an
increase in the net flow of remittances into the country
f r o m higher wages paid to fewer people (the proportion
remitted tends t o rise w i t h the wage) will provide more
agricultural capital than it does at present, while the
presence of a substantial number of men who do not look
across the border for w o r k , but know their only hope of
survival is t o make the best of things at home, can provide
the labour necessary to maximise productivity. In short,
the truly scarce resource is probably enterprise and the
most inhibiting factor the existing social hierarchies
w i t h i n Lesotho itself. It is, perhaps, the greatest tribute
t o Murray to note that it is through the comprehensiveness of his data that an alternative hypothesis can be
presented and constructive debate conducted. •

(Photographs illustrating this review by Joe Alfers).
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A REVIEW OF

THE E.D.A. PEOPLES WORKBOOK
(Robert Berold, Collette Cain (ed.), Environmental and Development Agency, Box 62054, Marshalltown, 2107,
Johannesburg, 1 9 8 1 , pp. 560, RIO or R5).

by M. G. Whisson.

E.D.A. came into being in 1977, a little group of practical
radicals whose concern was to provide the expertise necessary for impoverished communities to make the most
of what little resources they possess, and to tap other
sources of knowledge and materials for self-help projects.
The broad concept is excellent and admirable, meeting
people at their point of need - hunger, ill health, poverty
— and working w i t h them to overcome their problems
in such a way that they can become self-sufficient. Putting
the concept into practice at the level of the individual
community, where ignorance, fatalism and lassitude born
of malnutrition and generations of experience, may be
more formidable obstacles to self-help than any material
deprivation, presents all sorts of challenges more d i f f i cult for middle class matriculants and graduates to understand. Development for survival then involves more than
telling the people how to do things better, and showing
them how to maximise their potential, it involves the
vastly more complex task of convincing them that they
can do things better, and that they have potential to be
maximised. It is hard indeed t o respond to people's needs,
when they have found that it is less painful if they stop
wanting. It is greatly t o the credit of the leadership and
fieldworkers of E.D.A. that they have not allowed themselves to get bogged down by too much agonising over
the priorities of motivation and action, but where their
help has been sought and opportunity has arisen, they
have got on w i t h the job.
People's Workbook, which at R5 (or even at R10 for those
willing to meet the real costs of production) for 560 large
pages must be the best bargain available in 1982, reflects
both the philosophy and the practicality of the E.D.A. It
begins w i t h a twenty-page picture history of South Africa
as seen and experienced by an unusually well informed
Transkeian ancient, who integrates the experience of his
adult grandson into the wider context of the sub-continent's
history. 'Baba's' account tends to see the blacks as either
moved by the inevitable processes of history (Shaka gets
no credit for the rise of the Zulu empire), or reacting to
white greed and power as their golden age came to an end
— either way, rather lacking in initiative. In terms of the
purpose of the book as a whole, this section is not very
important, but it could set an unfortunate tone and raise
the hackles of conservative power brokers who would object to / p o l i t i c a l ' matters being dealt w i t h in this way.
Whilst it is indubitably true that the situation of blacks in
rural areas today is the outcome of white government
policies over t w o centuries or more, to stress it is to put
the moral obligation on tne government t o put things
right — when the purpose of the book is to help and
encourage the people themselves to put things right. And
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while raising conservative hackles is a helathy exercise in
itself, if it leads to any inhibitions being placed on the
valuable practical material getting to the people at w h o m
it is aimed, it will be most unfortunate.
By far the largest part of the book is devoted t o 'agriculture'
— which includes making the most of one's tiny garden in
t o w n or resettlement camp as well as dealing w i t h larger
scale peasant activities. Most of the material is presented
very clearly, w i t h adequate pictures and diagrams to show
how a reasonably literate and careful person can make
compost, grow vegetables, breed and slaughter pigs,
chickens, rabbits and ducks, keep bees and house all his
living creatures. For people w i t h a little more land than
those who live in resettlement camps or in towns, there
is a long section dealing as simply as possible w i t h farming
on a larger scale, including the cultivation of grain and the
proper use of commercial fertilisers and pesticides. But
'agriculture' is not purely technical; advice is offered on
how to keep proper records and marketing. The whole
section is interspersed w i t h interviews which have been
recorded between E.D.A. personnel and people who are
actually engaged in small scale farming and marketing —
making the vital point that anyone can make life for
themselves a little better through their own efforts and the
application of simple techniques.
The next major section, on water, deals w i t h some of
the problems associated w i t h that lethal resource — for it
has been remarked that more people die as a result of
drinking water than of anything else. The t w i n problems
of supply and cleanliness are dealt w i t h in about f o r t y pages.
Here, perhaps as nowhere else, the strength and weakness
of the engineering expertise of the editor is most apparent.
While the construction of pumping equipment is skilfully
presented, and very simple if one has a well equipped workshop where the parts can be cut to the correct size, such
things are not readily found in the areas in which the pumps
are most urgently needed. But as w i t h so much of the book,
there is sufficient good advice on what is possible under the
most primitive conditions, that the section is well w o r t h while. The reader however needs to look for what he can
do, rather than be put off by what he cannot do (or cannot
afford), which demands an attitude to reading which is
rarely incalculated in primary schools anywhere in South
Africa. .
The section on health, which covers seventy pages, provides
a well balanced account of what the reader can do for himself, and what must be taken for professional attention. The
signs, and symptoms of the more common ailments are simply
described, together w i t h treatments where these are readily
and safely carried out at home, and the need for professional

care where appropriate. The importance of a proper cure
rather than the alleviation of distress is also indicated. What
is most striking perhaps in the long list of disorders that the
editors saw f i t to mention is the number of diseases which
come about, or which are exacerbated through poverty and
the lack of clean water supplies for drinking and cleansing
purposes. Pregnancy and the care of infants also occupies a
substantial amount of space in this section, as is appropriate
in communities where infant mortality is often over 20% .
The section on legal rights brings the editors back into the
sensitive political arena, although here the case for upsetting
conservative power brokers is much stronger than it is in
the opening 'history. The thrust of this section is not
"haven't they been awful to us", but "this is what we can
do in the situation", an approach much more in keeping
w i t h the book as a whole. The section on hire purchase is
particularly well done — not the predictable counsels of
perfection, but a clear recognition that hire purchase
offers many people their only chance to obtain their material wants, but that by knowing what the dangers are, the
buyer can protect himself from gross exploitation. (Much
the same good sense pervades the similarly morally and
emotionally charged issue of birth control, as the editors
recognise that there are more than macro-Malthusian issues
involved in peoples' decisions about the number of children
that they should have).
"Working in groups" covers a wide range of practical activities, most of which may be better carried out in groups,
but several of which can be engaged in by individuals or
families equally well. Advice ranges f r o m the use of sewing
machines t o " f i x i n g cars" and from shoemaking to literacy.
Dying and biockprinting might strike the casual reader as
activities more appropriate to middle class suburbs than to
the target communities, but as w i t h the interviews about
newspapers, museums and theatres, which come into the
same broad section, the editors have recognised that even
in the poorest communities, especially among the younger
people, there is a demand for cultural activities, and for
means of communication other than word of mouth. Sport
gets no mention — clearly it is seen neither as educational,
nor as a form of group " w o r k " — though here perhaps the
bias of the editors is showing.

The final substantive section, which deals w i t h building,
has the same strengths and weaknesses as that which dealt
w i t h water supplies. It also includes one remarkable lacuna.
Having stated (through an interview) that more and more
people have forgotten the art of traditional housebuilding,
the editors do not tell their readers how t o do it today.
Wattle and daub, w i t h anthill cement and a grass roof
probably provides the best value for money and hours of
labour of any building technique used in housebuilding in
Southern Africa. There are various ways of doing it, techniques in different areas having grown up around the materials available, but the topic is very well w o r t h airing. Also
missing in this section is any account of solar cooling systems. Solar heating systems are mentioned here and under
'agriculture', but the construction of solar refrigerators
could have come in either section. They are easily built, and
are invaluable for storing perishable foods for a day or t w o .
The last part contains much miscellaneous advice on such
topics as group buying and sources of supply for materials
and information, how to start a library, and further recommended reading. Few topics are covered in the book in such
detail that further reading is wholly superfluous, and the
recommendations are generally for the inexpensive and
least technical works on the subjects being pursued.
In a project of the size and scope of the People's Workbook,
it is easy for any reviewer to find fault and argue w i t h the
selection of what should have gone in, what been covered
in greater detail, and what left out. This reviewer has indicated some of his own prejudices in this respect, notably
about how far explicit political comment is appropriate if
the E.D.A. want to get the book distributed to and through
state employees in the rural areas — men who are often the
literate leaders in the sort of activities covered in the book.
But quibbles apart, this is a remarkable and valuable book
for South Africans in every walk of life, not merely those
who are materially disadvantaged. Gardeners and owners
of holiday shacks will find much of value here, and it is to
be hoped that all those who do own a pleasant garden or
a holiday shack will get a copy for themselves and another
copy or t w o for their employees. In all walks of life, making
the most of available resources is the basis of happiness. In
the People's Workbook survival as well as happiness is involved, and it should be spread far and wide. •
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A REVIEW OF

RENDER UNTO KAISER:
A TRANSKEI DOSSIER
Barry Streek and Richard Wicksteed, Ravan Press, Johannesburg 1981.

by Tiresias.

Anyone w h o regularly reads the South African newspapers
will be aware of the fact that there have been some very
curious occurrences in Transkei, South Africa's homeland
prototype. One recalls, for example, the much-vaunted
plan for the development of an international harbour at
Umngazana M o u t h ; the severing of diplomatic relations w i t h
South Africa in April 1978; the curious affair of Mr Humphrey
Berkeley and the even stranger tale of the flight t o Swaziland
of the Paramount Chief of the Thembus, Chief Sabata
Daiindyebo. But one tends t o see these bizarre occurrences
as single instances. Time blurs the detail and so one fails t o
perceive the outlines of the whole.
That option is no longer available. Barry Streek and Richard
Wicksteed, both professional journalists, have compiled a
dossier on Transkei which strips away the veil and reveals
beneath it some appalling and unpalatable truths. When one
picks up the book for the first time the opening paragraph
of the Introduction seems a trifle melodramatic:
"One of us was talking recently to a senior journalist on
an Afrikaans, very pro-Nationalist newspaper when the
conversation turned to Transkei and its political leaders,
President Kaiser Matanzima and his brother, Prime
Minister George Matanzima. His reaction was immediate
and instinctive: T h e m ? Those t w o brothers are the Papa
Docs of Southern Africa.' "
But by the time one reaches the last paragraphs of the
Postscript:
"Transkei's director of social services, Mr I D Sawula,
said of the drought and of the general situation in the
region: 'If you drive through the countryside, you will
find a lot of young men and women roaming around,
unable to find work on dry land or finding no jobs to
earn a living. This unemployment crisis has now spread
to suburban areas like Umtata and Butterworth, resulting
in a fast-increasing crime rate and an unprecedented high
population of street beggars/
That summed up the reality of life for the average Transkeian after nearly five years of 'independence' rather
more accurately than the optimistic projections which
continue to flow f r o m government sources."
one's cynicism has evaporated — dispelled by the cumulative
blows of the author's chronology of deceptions, cruelties,
greed and opportunism which are the hallmarks of the Transkeian regime.
The blame for this catalogue of woes cannot be laid at the
door of the Matanzima brothers alone, although there can
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be little doubt that theirs are the hands upon the rudder
of state in Transkei. The blame falls also upon the South
African government which has relentlessly endeavoured to
prolong the signs of life in the stillborn Transkei child. It
is they who have provided the vast sums of capital which
have flowed freely through the hands of the Matanzimas
into the pockets of a succession of petty swindlers who
have seen in Transkei the chance for a fast buck. And for
some the spoils have been gargantuan. A sum of R9 million
was paid to a certain Mr Salim el-Hajj for the development
of a harbour at Mazeppa Bay — the Umngazana project
having been abandoned after considerable initial expense —
and the benefit to Transkei was a depressingly familiar
zero.
The book's thirteen chapters deal w i t h a number of issues
which are central to any understanding of the Transkei
brand of politics, a robust hybrid of all that is most deplorable \n South Africa itself. The Matanzima's personal
backgrounds are sketched in merciless detail. The undeniable economic interdependence of Transkei and South
Africa is convincingly outlined. The unenviable record of
fiascoes in the fields of diplomacy, corruption, the suppression of the Methodist Church of South Africa and
law enforcement are painstakingly described and documented. And the result is a damning indictment of not
only Transkei, but also the South African government and
its policy of balkanization of the sub-continent.
That the book has struck some raw nerves is evidenced by
the fact of its banning in Transkei almost as soon as it
first appeared in an Umtata bookshop. The title of Chapter
1 1 , Tell It Not in Umtata, could not have been more aptly
chosen, it tells the tale of the suppression and harassment of the Press in Transkei — harassment which has
seen the banning of the East London Daily Dispatch and
the arrest, deportation and detention of a number of
journalists. And although the authors' statement that
"(t)he journalists have, however,withstood the constant
pressure f r o m the state, and have not been c o w e d " may
tend toward hyperbole if the judgment is based upon the
degree of control which the Matanzimas have succeeded
in exercising over Transkei's small press corps, it is vindicated by the appearance of this book.
No one who reads it can fail to be convinced of the moral
bankruptcy of Transkei and, indeed, of the homeland
policy as a whole. And yet one would differ from the
authors' concluding observations in which they paint a
gloomy picture of Transkei's future prospects. The present
system bears the unmistakeable imprint of government by

the Matanzimas. But they, like others before t h e m , will
pass and the reins of government will fall into new hands.
The potential heirs to the throne of the Matanzimas are
not, in my view, necessarily the men who are close t o
them now. While the Matanzimas have an undeniable
personal following, this is due more t o Kaiser than t o his
brother George. And there is no reason w h y that following
should attach itself to any of the Matanzima proteges. It
is just as conceivable that there will be a reaction against

them when the f i r m hand of the Transkei President finally
releases its strong grip on the domestic politics of Transkei.
I rate this book as the equal of other South African exposes,
like those which followed the Muldergate debacle. Its
defects of proofreading and style and the weakness of its
conclusions do not reduce its w o r t h as a compelling documentary account of ideology gone mad. A n d no one who
reads it w i l l long doubt that that is a fair description of
the great Transkei experiment. •
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The Editor,
REALITY.
Dear Sir,
I feel I must take issue w i t h C. A. Hamilton in her article
" T h e Study of South African Precolonial History; "Bantustan Propaganda" " in the May issue of Reality, where in
Note 19 she mentions the Stanger and Lower Tugela
Museum. This she slates as being largely irrelevant to
Zulu history and says the museum contains "mostly colonial memorabilia — old ballgowns and regimental dress."
There are, in fact, no old ballgowns on display and little in
the way of regimental dress though obviously the museum
is largely endowed w i t h the household effects of the early
colonists. There is an entire showcase of authentic Zulu
costume and artifacts obtained through the good offices of
a chief at Mapumulo, the pattern of which has probably
not varied much over the last two or three hundred years
if it were possible to find records. There is also a showcase
of Indian traditional bridal wear; as far as possible it was
hoped that the museum would be representative of the
population as a whole. By the way, Stanger cannot be said
to be situated " i n the heart of historic Z u l u l a n d . "
As for the curatrix having no knowledge of pre-colonial
history, it will be appreciated that it is extremely difficult
to find an informed and dedicated person for a part-time
job at about R60.00 per m o n t h .
Yours sincerely,
Margot Boulle.
P.O. Box 22,
Maidstone,
4380.
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NYANGAA personal Perspective from June, 1982
by Brian Bishop
Chairman, Civil Rights League.

The Coloured Labour Preference Area policy for the
Western Cape was originated in Dr Verwoerd's time. The
area to the west of the "Eiselen L i n e " was to be reserved
for Coloured labour, and all Africans living there were to
be moved to the "independent nations" to be set up in
the Eastern Cape. It was a weird dream that became a
nightmare.
Whether the plan was to uplift Coloured people or to keep
them down is debatable. Perhaps the point was not considered. In practice the policy has kept them d o w n . Because
poor people did not move in to take over poor jobs, no one
moved up.
A side effect of the Verwoerdian policy, probably not foreseen at the time, is that many right-wing Whites now see the
Western Cape as the last white outpost, w i t h no Africans
on this side of the Karroo and w i t h the Coloured people
given limited and separate political rights to prevent ColouredAfrican co-operation and to ensure a continuing labour
supply in factories and farms.
The Western Cape is being made self-sufficient as regards
industry, (nuclear) power, and food while many believe
that the Cape sea-route (sic) will force international protection. As a result farmers and others from Namibia,
Zimbabwe and the newly-created borders are moving
to Cape Town and are causing a severe housing shortage
among Whites.
While these pipe-dreams were developing, the local African
people had to live, and there was (and is) a demand for
their labour. Poverty in the Eastern Cape caused others to
move here. Government records state that there are now
199600 Africans in Cape T o w n , of w h o m 114164 are
"legal". The Black Sash believes that the total is closer to
250,000.
The " I n f l u x C o n t r o l " laws are enforced by Inspectors of
the Peninsula Administration Board. This is regarded in
the White community as the lowest form of employment,
and the fact that the only Whites that many Africans
come into contact w i t h are these " K o o r n h o f Inspectors"
is a great hindrance to the prospects of future peace. The
inspectors drive along bus routes arresting those whose
"papers are not in order", and leaving as much bitterness
among the "legals".
Because the African community was regarded as temporary no houses, schools, or hospitals had been built since
1969. The result is a terrible accommodation problem,
and most black families have " i l l e g a l " lodgers (an average
of 17 inhabitants per dwelling).
There is a severe pressure on African women in the Western
Cape. Whereas 14% of all pass arrests occur in the Western
Cape, 30%of all pass arrests of women occur here.
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In terms of the CLPA policy, employers w h o satisfy officialdom that "suitable" Coloured labour is not available can
be granted permits to employ African labour, generally for
heavy manual w o r k . These men may only be employed for
a year, after which they must return to the "homelands"
and apply there for another year's " C o n t r a c t " .
Businessmen regard these laws w i t h contempt although Dr
Koornhof, in his first months in his office, increased the
fine for employing " i l l e g a l " Black labour f r o m R100 to
R500. Some employers hire an extra worker whose only
job is to watch for inspectors.
The "Contract Workers", although almost all married, are
housed in "Bachelor Quarters" administered by the Board.
Reality demands that their wives and children be sheltered
and the buildings erected for 20 men therefore often held
20 families. On 25 July 1980 Cape Town's Medical Officer
of Health described hostels containing 6000 people as unfit
for human habitation.
In July 1980 it was announced that housing would be provided for families. This was afterwards discovered t o mean
that 20 families would be evicted and the building converted to house 2 " l e g a l " families. Pre-dawn pass raids
started in March 1 9 8 1 . For the next few months hundreds
were evicted, charged in Court, fined, and "repatriated",
whereupon they promptly returned t o the only home they
had ever known. One group even hired the very bus in which
they were "repatriated" and returned t o Cape Town w i t h
it, t o the great amusement of all Capetonians.
The Langa Court, in which the people appear, has been described by the Black Sash as "sausage machine justice".
Women w i t h crying babies are handled \n a way that horrifies overseas visitors. During the Nyanga crisis a magistrate
was reported as saying "People starve here, you can rather
starve at h o m e " and " I suppose you sleep w i t h a different
man every night."
In July, 1981 the pre-dawn raids increased in intensity. A t
4 a.m. on July 16 1500 people were arrested. They agreed
t o refuse b a i l . Later in the morning 400 women walked
t o the Langa Court and sat on the lawn opposite the Court
after asking to be arrested. Members of the Catholic Justice
and Peace Commission arranged soup f r o m a nearby convent.
A t lunch time the Coloured policemen on duty were replaced by White policemen in riot uniform and the sitting
women were ordered to disperse. I intervened and asked
the Head of the Riot Police to withdraw the order as
there would be no hostility if his men went home, whereas
shooting tear gas at the women and children would provoke
great anger. He refused and I telephoned the Cape Town
police chief, asking him to send a more senior police officer.
The riot police captain told the brigadier that the crowd
was on the Court stoep.

I told the brigadier that that was untrue and that the magistrate could tell him the facts. I left the room and stayed
outside for 30 minutes, until I decided that the dispersal
order had lapsed, and then returned t o my office. A reporter later told me that, as my car turned out of sight, the
police fired tear gas at the women. The next morning the
brigadier was reported as telling Die Burger newspaper that
the people had threatened to storm the Court and free
their friends.
When I denied this the brigadier told The Argus that "he
advised Mr Bishop to leave police work to the professionals."
Thereafter the people moved onto a site between Crossroads and Nyanga, and erected shelters of bush and plastic.
There then began a period of unbelievable savagery in the
bitter cold and wet of the Cape Winter. There were constant
raids in the course of which every bush was removed from
the site.
A few highlights of those weeks are remembered particularly clearly.
A young woman suffered a miscarriage during a tear-gas raid
and was taken to hospital by a Lutheran pastor. It took
three days searching by her distraught husband before he
found her.
One night an old lady was sitting in the rain in her bare
feet. She had taken her shoes off to dry earlier in the day
and an inspector had seen them during a raid, raced her to
the shoes, got there first, and thrown them in the fire
while laughing. The rule was that anything worn was considered as clothing, but anything not being worn at that
moment was considered as "shelter" and destroyed.
A feature of the camp was the support from white and
coloured Capetonians. Appeals for blankets and clothes
drew such support that distribution became a problem.
As winter progressed we appealed for firewood and on
the same evening 30 tons was delivered by various people.
The boys of Christian Brothers College, Athlone, brought 2
packets of sandwiches t o school every day — one for their
lunch and one for the squatters. Each evening a group of
teachers and scholars visited the camp w i t h the f o o d .
On one day of desperate food shortage a young white
woman raced past the guards in her car and drove around
the camp, scattering food from her car w i n d o w while
pursued by t w o Board vans. She was finally cornered and
arrested but only after the food had been distributed.
About 50 families were taken in by non-black families and
hidden as the family of Anne Frank were hidden. We took
in one such family w i t h two-year old twins. A nun had
offered them a lift as they walked in pouring rain from the
police cells but, having heard the dreadful coughing of the
little girl, persuaded the parents not t o go to the camp
where they would have sat all night on a hillock w i t h no
shelter except 2 wet blankets and in conditions of bitter
cold and driving rain.

Transkei in 1978 and the mother moved to Cape Town
when the t w i n girl became ill in 1979. The child was
hospitalised for six months for tuberculosis and was much
smaller than her t w i n brother. When they came t o us, both
children had terrible coughs and diarrhoea. The little girl
brought up a w o r m some 15 inches long.
Two weeks of w a r m t h , f o o d , shelter and medical attention
caused a tremendous improvement in the health of both
children. But on August 16th they heard that Dr Koornhof
would distribute passes to those on the site next morning
(shades of Dingaan and Retief), they therefore returned to
the No-Name camp and were among those "resettled".
A few points should be clarified. The term "squatters"
often refers overseas t o people who w o n ' t work and who
occupy empty houses and smoke pot. In South Africa the
word is a dignified one that refers to people robbed of their
birthright, and is used w i t h pride.
The Black Sash conducted a survey of 540 camp adults.
9 1 % had been in Cape Town for over t w o years and 66%
for over five years. 94% of the men and 83% of the women
had been in employment when the intensified harassment
began.
After the intense drama of the No-Name camp, the squatters
and the officials both seemed content t o maintain a lower
profile. The squatters boarded w i t h legal residents or dispersed further into the bush. The inspectors continued their
unsavoury work of stopping people and demanding their
passes, while the Langa Court continued, w i t h Black Sash
members monitoring the proceedings. A small group of
squatters moved to a sand dune near the former No-Name
camp.
A bulldozer was sent to the site on the rather foolish mission
of flattening the dune.
On March 9 54 squatters began a " s i t - i n " fast in St. Georges
Cathedral. Dean Edward King had not been informed of
their intention, and said that, although their stay created
problems of logistics and security, he would certainly not
ask them to leave the cathedral.
The squatters said in a statement: "We have committed no
crime, but we and our wives and little children have had
our houses pulled down in the cold and rain. We have been
raided, gassed, beaten and deported t o places we do not
know. As Christian South Africans, we have come t o the
cathedral to fast and pray that God will send the Christian
message to Dr Piet Koornhof, that he will allow us to live
as Christian families in Cape T o w n . We know no place
but Cape T o w n . It is our home."
The verger was concerned about right-wing vandalism and
proposed that someone should stay w i t h the squatters
each night. I offered to stay for the first night but the experience was so inspiring, and the need t o have some-one
there so great, that I stayed w i t h them every night until
they vacated the cathedral on April 1.
After five days of absolute fasting, the adults agreed on
medical advice to accept fruit juice and vitamins. The
children were well fed, and benefited from nights under
shelter and the absence of the morning terror of police
raids.

It is hard to imagine that people could be so wet and cold,
and it took fully t w o days of heaters and hot baths before
they stoped shivering. The husband, not having a permit
to w o r k , seeks work as a casual gardener and succeeds
mainly over weekends. Family income averages R20 per
week. The family, like so many of the people from the
No-Name camp, is Christian and held an hour-long family
service of prayer and Bible reading each evening.

The sores and worms that plagued them on the sand dunes
were no more. Their initial fear of white men, developed
in the pass raids, disappeared.

The father had always worked in Cape Town while the
wife lived in the Transkei. Their eldest child died in the

A pregnant woman suffered a miscarriage after three days
brought on by stress. Two other pregnant women were
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prevailed on by the community t o eat. A committee
member commented: "We did not come here to k i l l " .
Days in the cathedral were occupied w i t h visitors. Prominent South African visitors included Mrs Helen Suzman,
Dr Nthato Motlana, the Rev. Peter Storey and Lutheran
Bishop Serote of Venda. Radio, television and press
journalists came f r o m the United States, Canada, Germany,
Britain, Norway, Australia and Hong Kong.
Only one journalist f r o m a pro-government newspaper
visited. She sought comment on t w o statements: " i t is
said that white people have organized this demonstration",
and " i t is said that the demonstration has been timed to
coincide w i t h the cricket t o u r . "
Visiting churchmen of all denominations held services.
About four times each day the group held a church service
w i t h hymns, prayers, and Bible readings. They attended
all cathedral services including five on Sundays. The silence
of the children during services attracted a great deal of
comment.
Visitors left donations which were badly needed, as the
vitamins cost R35 per day. One visitor donated 57 blankets, but these were not used during the fast, as the
community decided that "we came here to sacrifice."
Parishioners rallied to distribute medicines. The St John's
Ambulance Brigade maintained a medical vigil. Volunteers
took the squatters to their homes for baths.
Not all visitors came in a spirit of goodwill. Stink bombs
were let off, and fish heads thrown into the cathedral.
One woman hid in the cathedral before it was locked, and
emerged at midnight to insult the community. It is a
measure of their charity that they endured her for 15
minutes before waking me.
The next day a woman, possibly the same one, was found
urinating beside an altar.
The cathedral is surrounded by the houses of parliament,
the supreme court, a businessman's club, the provincial
administration building and t w o large finance companies.
One nevertheless felt that the real source of power and
culture and worth came from the humble people inside
the cathedral.
The Western Province Council of Churches pressed Dr
Koornhof to meet the squatters and he agreed to do so
if they left the cathedral. The squatters replied "We fear
arrest if we leave the cathedral similar to what happened
last year during our negotiations at the No-Name Camp.
We are happy that he meets the Church leaders. As Christians we hope and pray that the discussions are f r u i t f u l . "

have their names included on the list as they claimed
that Dr Koornhof was playing a cat and mouse game
w i t h the c o m m u n i t y . There is still bad feeling over the
t w o viewpoints.
The immunity became subject to the w h i m of individual
inspectors until the W P Council of Churches gave each
squatter a signed document confirming that the bearer
was included on the list of people whose cases were being
reviewed.
On April 21 Mrs Annie Mnikina, 30, was arrested outside
a friend's house while w i t h her t w o children, aged 8 and
7. She was not allowed t o fetch money from the house.
When she asked about the t w o children who were screaming
in terror the inspector said " K o m K o m " and pulled her by
her clothes into the van. She was taken t o Langa where,
after 20 minutes of insisting that she was under i m m u n i t y ,
her name was checked on the list and was told to go. She
had to beg money from passers-by for bus-fare to Nyanga,
where she found her children safe after being taken-in by
a woman near where she was arrested.
The "sympathetic decision" due on April 16 has not yet
arrived at the time of writing (June 10) although Parliament is due to prorogue in 2 day's time. The "Cathedral"
squatters are still living in tents at Holy Cross Church
while another 245 people are on the sand dune a kilometer away.
The winter cold and rains have started and the misery is
approaching the level of last year. A letter from the
Civil Rights League published in The Argus of June 9
said
"The community continues t o be harassed w i t h men
being arrested at bus stops on t h e i r w a y to w o r k .
A few weeks ago the women were close to despair after
Dr Koornhof's inspectors entered the camp and drove
an axe through every cooking pot.
It is typical of the mindless violence that future generations will judge to be a crime against humanity.
In desperation 54 squatters moved into St George's
Cathedral and started a Lenten fast, a step that reflected
the Christian commitment of the Nyanga community.
Dr Koornhof ultimately promised to reconsider their
status provided they left the cathedral. The fasters agreed
and returned to Nyanga on April 1, following an undertaking
of resolution by April 16.
Many churchmen and civil rights workers were distrustful
of the offer but it is not our role to give advice.

After intense negotiations the squatters left the cathedral
on April 1. Dr Koornhof agreed to investigate each case
and make a decision by April 16, and t o grant them
immunity until then. By agreement they moved to Holy
Cross Church in Nyanga.

We were encouraged by the fact that Parliament was in
session and the parliamentary Opposition knew the situation.
Some 10 weeks have since elapsed and Parliament has
devoted its energies to the irrelevance of Dr Treurnicht and
the even greater irrelevance of the President's Council.

Because the 54 fasters represented the Bush community
they insisted that all 750 names be reviewed. This was
ultimately agreed. A group of 150 squatters refused to

Parliament is due to rise this week and the politicians will
disperse. Dr Koornhof has succeeded in playing for time,
even though time is something our country does not h a v e ' D
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